
Perfect, Sealed Edges Every Time!



Edge Hotknife Specifications

POWER MAX.:  60W
VOLTAGE:  110V/60Hz (US); 220V/50Hz (EU) 
WEIGHT:  950g 
POWER CORD LENGTH:  9.5 ft. (2.9 m) 
HEAT TIME:  4–6 seconds
INTERMITTENT OPERATION:  1/4 minute
WARRANTY:  1 year warranty

The Sailrite Edge Hotknife is designed to cut lengths of rope, webbing, 

bands, or synthetic fabrics and cords that would fray when cut with 

scissors. The hot cutting blade heats up in seconds and cuts quickly and 

precisely while providing a clean, sealed edge. The Edge Hotknife is perfect 

for the workshop or boat!

Heats up in 
4-6 seconds

Trigger operated  
to control heat

Extra long 
9.5-foot power cord

A great tool for 
cruisers, the Edge 

has a maximum power 
draw of 60 watts and 
will easily run off an 

inverter. 



The Sailrite 
Edge Hotknife 
Difference
The Edge Hotknife seals while it 
cuts! Create clean, professional 
edges on a variety of materials 
so that they will not fray 
or show wear over time!

Look Familiar?
Scissors leave behind frayed 
edges that make projects look 
messy and unprofessional.

Dacron  
Sailcloth

Sunbrella Fabric 
(Acrylic)

100% 
Polyester

100% 
Nylon

Rope
Plastic 
Zippers

Webbing

The Edge can cut through several layers of fabric at once to create duplicate patterns.

The included 
cutting foot allows 

you to use the 
hotknife anywhere 
without damaging 

your tabletop 
surface! 

Loss of fabric 
due to trimming 

frayed edges can 
cause pattern 

pieces to become 
inaccurate.

With scissors, 
messy glues are often needed to seal cut edges.

Cutting with 

scissors can be 

slow and create 

uneven lines.



The Sailrite Edge 
Hotknife Package
Includes the Edge Hotknife body,  
R blade (A), cutting foot (B), wire brush, 
hex key and plastic carrying case. 

#103800 (U.S. 110 Volt) ���������������������������������������������������������� $139.95/EA
#103799 (European 220 Volt) ������������������������������������������������� $139.95/EA

  R Blade
  Designed for cutting lengths of rope, webbing, synthetic fabrics, 

bands, and cords. Allows you to cut straight lines as well as shapes 
and patterns. 

 Cutting Foot
  Eliminates the need for a sacrificial cutting surface. Cut canvas 

without leaving black gouges and cut marks.

F Blade (sold separately)

A wide, 55mm cutting blade specially 
designed for making quicker, straighter 
cuts of webbing, rope, and narrow tape 
and trim. Cut through materials less than 
2-inches wide with one straight cut.
#104097 ���������������������������������������� $25.95/EA

Get Started 
Today!

The Edge Hotknife Package 
comes with everything you 

need to create sealed, 
professional edges.

Sailrite Edge Hotknife Warranty

Sailrite warrants the hotknife (with exception of the blades) for a period 
of 1 year starting from the date of sale. The guarantee is given against 
defects in material and workmanship. This warranty is voided by improper 
use, disassembly, repair, or alteration by owner or unauthorized parties.

See the Sailrite Edge 
Hotknife in Action!
Learn more about the Sailrite Edge Hotknife and 
watch demonstration videos at www.sailrite.com

To order, visit www.sailrite.com or call 800.348.2769



www�sailrite�com

800.348.2769  |  260.244.4647


